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Coastal meteorology is complex and of
great practical importance. The UK has the
world’s 14th longest coastline of over
12 000 km, with much of its population and
many of its large cities situated along it.
Many wind turbine ‘farms’ are being
installed in coastal waters (e.g. at Blyth,
Northumberland). Together with the
expanded use of photo-voltaic systems and
wave/tidal energy, it is intended to generate
up to 20% of the UK’s electricity by renew-
able sources by 2020 (Department of Trade
and Industry 2003). However, the variations
of winds and sunshine along the coasts are
not always well predicted and some aspects
of the governing dynamics still need to be
studied in more detail, as recent studies on
the coast of California have demonstrated
(Rogers et al. 1998). Better prediction of
flooding in high winds depends critically on
more accurate calculation of coastal winds
(Hunt 2005). The increased surface rough-
ness over the land compared to that over
the sea alters the direction, reduces the
strength, and increases the turbulence of
the wind (e.g. Caton 1977). In the UK, the
‘sea-breeze’ flows up to 30–150 km inland

from the coastline on fine days (e.g. Simpson
1994). However, (as Manley (1955) implies in
his classic book on British weather) these
well-known effects do not explain some of
the important features of coastal meteorolo-
gy along the UK’s coasts, namely the forma-
tion of low-level wind jets and the
associated variation of cloudiness.
When considering local ‘mesocale’ weath-

er, it is essential to consider the Earth’s back-
ground rotation, i.e. the inertial Coriolis
force, and also stable stratification, i.e. the
restoring force due to buoyancy on a parcel
of air displaced vertically (e.g. Rotunno et al.
1992). The Coriolis force is proportional to
the wind speed U(z) and the Coriolis param-
eter f = 2Ωsinφ (where φis the latitude and Ω
is the Earth’s rate of rotation) and acts per-
pendicular to the wind direction. The coastal
marine boundary layer is frequently stably
stratified (Bergström and Barthelmie 2002)
and capped by a temperature inversion at
height h0, i.e. a cool, moist, shallow marine
layer moves under a less dense, warmer
upper layer. Under these conditions the sea-
breeze forms if a surface temperature differ-
ence exists between the warm land and cool
sea during daytime. This causes a pressure
difference with the air accelerating from sea
to land in response. The sea-breeze
strengthens during the day and increasingly

turns to the right in the northern hemi-
sphere (i.e. veers) due to the Coriolis force,
so that by the end of the day it tends to blow
along the coastline rather than across it (e.g.
Sutcliffe 1937; Simpson 1994) (see Fig. 1(a)).
By contrast, neutrally-stratified, strong,
synoptically-driven onshore winds are in
geostrophic balance. The increased drag
over land slows these winds, reducing the
Coriolis force and deflecting them to the left
in the northern hemisphere (i.e. ‘backing’).
This turning of the wind occurs downwind of
the coastline, i.e. inland, and over a length
scale of about 30 km in mid-latitudes (or of
order U10/ f, where U10 is the 10m wind
speed (e.g. Taylor 1977)) (see Fig. 1(b)). 
However, these sharp changes across the

coasts caused by discontinuities in both sur-
face roughness and orography, cause signi-
ficant inertial forces which are moderated
by the effects of stable stratification (i.e.
buoyancy force) and Coriolis force. These
affect the airflow upwind as well as down-
wind of the coast, leading to local wind
speed maxima and much higher gradients
of wind speed, i.e. coastal jets (e.g. Ólafsson
and Shapiro 2002, Capon 2003, Hunt et al.
2004). These jets extend from the edge of
the roughness/orography change over a
distance about equal to the Rossby de-
formation radius  LR(=Nh0/ f ). (This is the

Coriolis effects on wind jets 
and cloudiness along coasts

Fig. 1   Schematic diagram of the effect of Coriolis force on onshore winds in the northern hemisphere. θ(z)

and U(z) are the potential temperature and velocity profiles respectively. The surface of the land is warmer

than that of the sea. In (a) a temperature inversion with weak winds forms a (weak) sea-breeze which turns

to the right inland. In (b) neutrally stratified, strong winds turn to the left inland. z is the vertical direction.
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characteristic horizontal extent for flows
which are affected by both rotation and sta-
ble stratification, and is typically 30–300 km
in mid-latitudes.) Here, N = √(g/θ0)(∂θ /∂z) is
the Brunt Väisälä frequency, which charac-
terises the stability of the atmosphere
(where g is the acceleration due to gravity,
∂θ /∂z is the gradient of potential tempera-
ture, and θ0 is the reference temperature at
the ground). Across the inversion N~√g′/h0,
where g′=gδθI /θ0 and δθI is the rise in poten-
tial temperature. (Note for typical oceanic
flows LR is much smaller (e.g. Røed 1996).) 
Dynamically, these coastal jets are driven

by the horizontal convergence and diver-
gence of streamlines (Houghton 1992). In
the northern hemisphere, as onshore winds
cross the coastline, they are slowed by the
increased surface drag and turn to the left
(looking downwind). If the coast is on the
right/left of the wind, this results in horizon-
tal convergence/divergence inland, as
shown by Fig. 2. Associated with this is the
inversion height rising/falling in the inland
direction by a distance h, due to conserva-
tion of mass (Hunt et al. 2004). h can vary by
an amount of 100m or more. For air parcels
moving with the inversion layer, the temper-
ature falls/rises, encouraging condensa-
tion/evaporation and more/less cloud
inland. Over the land the boundary layer is
less stable which tends to further increase
the surface drag.
These perturbed flows are in approximate

geostrophic balance over the scale LR, i.e. the
Coriolis force induces a wind jet parallel to
the coastline and perpendicular to the slop-
ing inversion height. This is explained by the
equation |g′∂h/∂n|~|–f

_
u S | (from equation

(7(f )) of Hunt et al. (2004)), where s and n are
the directions parallel and perpendicular to
the coastline respectively.  Here 

_
uS denotes

the average change in wind speed over the
depth of the inversion layer, parallel to the
coast. This is expressed as an amplification
factor ∆, so that 

_
u S = ∆×

_
U where 

_
U is the

average upwind velocity over the depth of
the inversion layer. ∆ varies logarithmically
with the roughness length z0 of the land sur-
face and typically lies in the range 10–40%
within a distance of order LR of the coast
(Hunt et al. 2004). Note

_
U _~U10. 

If the onshore wind approaches the coast
at an angle α, then the peak wind of the
coastal jet occurs at the coastline (see Fig. 3).
The total average velocity parallel to the
coast is expressed as the sum of the upwind
velocity component 

_
US and the perturba-

tion 
_
uS, i.e. 

_
UTS

=
_
US +

_
uS where 

_
US=

_
Ucosα.

Note in the northern hemisphere for
onshore winds, the inversion height is
always higher on the right-hand side of the
jet.
However, if the wind is parallel to a long

straight coast, there is a sharp variation per-
pendicular to the coast, with the peak wind
occurring about 1–2 km (of order h0) off-

shore from the coast (e.g. Ólafsson and
Shapiro 2002, Capon 2003, Hunt et al. 2004).
Downwind of a certain point X, the jet
increases along the coast, reaching its maxi-
mum value at a distance LR downwind of X
(Hunt et al. 2004). 
When the elevation of the ground increas-

es by H (e.g. at cliffs), the airflow rises and
cools. The high pressure over the terrain pro-
duces jets whose directions are parallel to
the coast in the anticyclonic direction with
peak strengths of the order (H/h0)U10. (This
contribution is generally smaller than that
due to roughness change or the drag associ-
ated with hills (Capon 2003). It is not related
to the direction of the wind in relation to the

coastline.) The effect of increasing elevation
by H also raises the inversion height by H
over the same adjustment distance LR.
These coastal jets are well-known to

successful yacht-racing strategists (e.g.
Houghton 1992). They also have a signifi-
cant impact on turbulence (Smedman et al.
1995), air-sea heat and moisture fluxes (Orr
et al. 2005), wind stress (which can force
local ocean currents (e.g. storm surge) and
circulations (e.g. oceanic up/downwelling))
(Orr et al. 2005), and sea-ice drift (Uotila
2001). Some of these effects are under-pre-
dicted by operational mesoscale models
because their current grid size of around
10 km or greater is too coarse to resolve the

Fig. 2   Simplified diagram (i.e. without local effects) showing onshore streamlines in the northern hemisphere

crossing the coastline and turning to the left. In (a) the coast is to the left of the wind (looking downwind)

resulting in horizontal divergence of streamlines inland. In (b) the coast is to the right of the wind (looking

downwind) resulting in horizontal convergence of streamlines inland. 

Fig. 3   Schematic diagram for the northern hemisphere showing onshore winds (from left to right) at an

angle α to the coastline, where the coast is on the right of the wind looking downwind. In (a) the streamline

(thick dashed line) turns to the left as it crosses the coastline, resulting in horizontal convergence of winds

and a jet with average velocity perturbation 
_
uS forming parallel to the coastline. In (b) associated increase of

the inversion height inland, leading to it being cloudier inland. In (c) the velocity profile (upstream) over the

sea (at position ‘1’), over the coast (at position ‘2’), and (downstream) over the land (at position ‘3’) (here the

wind slows due to the increased drag over land). Horizontal distances are of order LR~50 km and vertical

distances of order h0~1–2 km. Note the directions s and n are orientated in the flow direction, parallel and

perpendicular to the coastline respectively. z is the vertical direction. 
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coastal wind jets and associated effects
(Hunt et al. 2004). 
Note that with offshore winds the same

mechanism decreases the wind speed with-
in a distance LR of the shore. Therefore, jets
do not generally occur in these conditions
(see Fig. 4).
Where the coast has a sharp angle, such as

a ‘cape’ (e.g. off the northern French coast
(around Cap Griz Nez near Boulogne)) or a
‘junction’ (e.g. the intersection of the North
Wales and English coastlines), coastal jets
either side of the angle can combine to form
‘detached’ jets with perturbation velocity 

_
uJ

parallel to 
_
U(Hunt et al. 2004). Since they are

associated with the increase/decrease in the
inversion height, their dynamics are con-
trolled by the Rossby radius LR, and they lie
along the streamline downwind of the sharp
angle. The velocity is perturbed by a con-
stant factor ∆ (i.e. 

_
uJ =∆ × 

_
U ). The jet may be

directed offshore, e.g. north-easterly winds
in the former case (see Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 8), or
onshore for north-westerly winds in the lat-
ter case, leading to high wind speeds in the
‘Cheshire Gap’ (see Fig. 5(b)). Similar high
winds occur downwind of the north-east
corner of Lake Ontario in westerly winds and
the southern tip of Greenland in winds with
a westerly or easterly component (Orr et al.

2005). On the lee side of islands or head-
lands, the same mechanism produces wakes
(or ‘negative’ jets) of width LR . These jets and
wakes extend downwind over the sea for
more than 100 km (i.e. greater than LR ), as
satellite images (Freilich et al. 2004) over
South Georgia Island and mesoscale model-
ling (Bergström and Barthelmie 2002) of the
Baltic have demonstrated. 
These Frictional-Coriolis-Buoyancy (FCB)

coastal jets below the inversion layer are
driven by horizontal inhomogeneity of the
surface drag, and by the change in surface
elevation. They are dynamically quite dis-
tinct from low-level, thermal-boundary layer
(TBL) jets driven by variations in the surface
heat flux with time or spatially in the wind
direction (Owinoh et al. 2004). Examples of
the latter are the well-known nocturnal jet
(e.g. Blackadar 1957, Thorpe and Guymer
1977), or wind jets over the cold sea when
wind comes off the warm land, such as over
the Baltic (Smedman et al. 1995). The magni-
tude and direction of these TBL jets (first
noted by Richardson (1923), using Dines’gun
method of wind measurement), are affected
by Coriolis forces over a time period 1 / f

(~3hours) or distance U10 / f (~30km). But
these TBL jets can exist without any signifi-
cant effects of Coriolis forces, e.g. turning of

the wind with height (Bonner 1968).
Computations, theory and recent laboratory
experiment (Owinoh et al. 2004) show that
the basic driving force is a change in the tur-
bulent shear stress caused by changes in
stability (or Richardson number Ri associat-
ed with changing surface heat flux). (Note Ri
is the square of the ratio of buoyancy fre-
quency to the wind shear (dU/dz).) The verti-
cal profiles in these TBL jets have been
observed at several sites, and can greatly
increase the energy available from the mean
wind. They also have the surprising effect of
suppressing low-frequency vertical and hor-
izontal fluctuations, which reduces the
atmosphere-ocean heat flux, with conse-
quences for the climate over high-latitude
oceans (Smedman et al. 2004).
If the coastal orography is higher than the

stable marine boundary layer, then the
orography can act as a barrier (e.g. Shutts
1998) and modify the position and intensity
of the TBL jet. This occurs along the
Californian coast where the combination of
strong coastal baroclinicity and the 400m
coastal topography frequently forms a
strong, diurnal northerly low-level jet (e.g.
Overland 1984, Zemba and Friehe 1987,
Burk and Thompson 1996, Doyle 1997). 
Note that both kinds of wind jets are well-

documented for coastal areas in north-west
Europe (Bergström and Barthelmie 2002).

Laboratory investigation of
FCB jets 
The phenomenon of FCB jets when the wind
is parallel to a coast, was studied experimen-
tally using a rotating circular tank (13 m in
diameter and fluid depth d = 60 cm) on the
Coriolis turntable, Grenoble, France. This has
been used previously for other studies of
Coriolis effects on flow over mountains. A
coastline (or area of roughness change) was
simulated by a wide roughness strip of
length (perpendicular to the flow)
B=100 cm and width (parallel to the flow)
D=200 cm (see Fig. 6(a)). This was placed on
the tank floor and orientated so that the
‘edge-line’ of the strip was parallel to the
flow. It comprised a staggered pattern of
roughness elements (or blocks) of height
H=2 cm with a horizontal spacing of 6 cm.
The strip is curved so as to follow the curva-
ture of the tank. 
The tank fluid is stably/uniformly stratified

with a density change δρ/ρ0=0.02 (where
ρ0 is a reference density), giving
N=√(g/d )(δρ/ρ0)≈0.6 s–1. This is much
greater than the rotation rate of
Ω=0.043 s–1. Mixing by the roughness strip
generated an inversion layer near the
ground at a local height h0 of around 8.5 cm.
A flow (anti-clockwise) of about 1.0 cms–1

was established by an impulsive reduction
in rotation speed to Ω= 0.038 s–1 (with
f= 2Ω=0.076 s–1) (Boyer and Davies 2000).
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Fig. 4   Schematic diagram for the northern hemisphere showing offshore winds (from left to right) at an

angle α to the coastline, where the coast is on the right of the wind looking downwind. In (a) the streamline

(thick dashed line) turns to the right as it crosses the coastline, resulting in horizontal divergence of winds and

a negative jet with average velocity perturbation
_
uS forming parallel to the coastline, reducing the overall

wind speed downwind. In (b) associated decrease of the inversion height, leading to it being sunnier over the

sea. In (c) the velocity profile (upstream) over the land (at position ‘1’), over the coast (at position ‘2’), and

(downstream) over the sea (at position ‘3’) (here the wind speeds up due to the decreased drag over sea).

Horizontal distances are of order LR~50 km and vertical distances of order h0~1–2 km. Note the directions

s and n are orientated in the wind direction, parallel and perpendicular to the coastline respectively. z is the

vertical direction. 
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Here the Froude number F = U / (Nh0) ≈0.2
(whose values determines the ratio of iner-
tial to buoyancy forces, and defines the
nature of flow over mountains and the
behaviour of inversion layers) and
LR≈ 0.5Nh0 / f ≈30 cm.
The flow was seeded with polystyrene

particles of variable density illuminated by a
horizontally orientated laser sheet. Bursts of
four images were taken at different vertical
levels, repeated five times for each observa-
tion. Pairs of images from each burst were
analysed using Correlation Imaging
Velocimetry to give the velocity fields
(Fincham and Delerce 2000). The uncertain-
ty of the measurement of their magnitude is
estimated to be less than ±3%. (The five

velocity fields for each observation were
averaged to give a single result.) Note that
the spatial measurement error is not larger
than ±1 cm. 
Figure 6(b)(i) shows the velocity perturba-

tion uS (in cm s–1) parallel to the edge-line of
the roughness strip at a vertical height
z=6.5 cm (i.e. 4.5 cm above the roughness
blocks). (Fig. 6(b)(ii) shows the correspon-
ding upwind velocity component US at
z= 6.5 cm (measured around 60 cm
upwind). Note that it shows the expected
radial shear due to the flow’s azimuthal
nature. The upwind velocity is slightly
influenced by the roughness strip, con-
tributing a slight overestimate of the calcu-
lation of uS.) The figure shows that in the

adjustment zone downwind of the leading
edge of the roughness strip, at s≈50 cm,
the peak velocity position is located around
20 cm to the left of the edge-line (looking
downwind). Its magnitude is approximately
0.28 cm s–1, an amplification ∆ of around
35% from the velocity upwind. Further
downwind at s ≈ 100 cm following the
initial adjustment of the flow, the peak
perturbation occurs within a distance of
order h0 (_~8.5 cm) from the edge-line (with
very large gradients in velocity across it). The
magnitude is approximately 0.15 cms–1, i.e.
∆ ≈20%. At s ≈150 cm downwind, the peak
perturbation has increased to approximate-
ly 0.25 cms–1, i.e. ∆ ≈30%. This still occurs
close to the edge-line, within a distance of
order h0. Figure 6(c)(i) shows the horizontal
profile of uS at around s ≈100 cm for differ-
ent vertical levels. (Figure 6(c)(ii) shows the
corresponding upwind velocity component
US.) As the height z increases, the jet
becomes thicker and uS decreases (i.e. the
maximum perturbation of the jet at
z ≈ h0

_~8.5 cm is half that at z ≈6.5 cm). 
As the flow impacts on the roughness

strip perpendicular to the approach flow, a
strong ‘barrier’ jet of thickness LR is formed
over the upwind edge of the roughness strip
(not shown). This leads to the deflection of
the ‘edge’ jet to the left of the edge-line
(looking downwind) for s less than or similar
to LR . Here the jet is amplified by the combi-
nation of the barrier jet and edge jet. For
s > LR , the edge jet forms closer to the coast,
leading to a lower value of uS. The effect of
the barrier jet has become negligible. Note
how the edge jet increases downwind as s
increases from 100 to 150 cm, as the theory
predicts.
Note that there are transient effects in this

experiment which will be described in more
detail in a later paper.

High-resolution numerical
modelling for a meteorological
case-study over the Dover
Straits region of the English
Channel
The mean sea level pressure (MSLP) analysis
for 0000UTC 23 July 2000 (see Fig. 7(a))
shows an anticyclone centred to the north
of Scotland, implying north-easterly
geostrophic flow across the east coast of
England and easterly geostrophic flow
along its southern coast. Observations at
0900UTC (see Fig. 7(b)) showed north-east-
erly low-level winds over Southern England
and the English Channel (consistent with
the increased surface drag over land turning
the easterly geostrophic wind at surface
level slightly to the left). Radiosonde ascents
from Herstmonceux on the English south
coast showed that a strong inversion persist-

Fig. 5   Schematic diagram showing examples of detached jets  Here coastal jets form on both coasts. These

feed into a detached jet of width LR which lies parallel to the wind with velocity perturbation
_
uJ =∆ ×

_
U. In

(a) north-easterly winds produce positive onshore and negative offshore coastal jets along the coast of

northern France near Cap Gris Nez which combine to produce a detached jet downwind. In (b) north-westerly

winds produce positive coastal jets along both the North Wales and English coastlines which combine to

produce high wind speeds in the ‘Cheshire Gap’.
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Fig. 6   Schematic drawing of the experimental setup (not drawn to scale). The coastline is simulated by a wide roughness strip, with its ‘edge-line’ orientated parallel

to the flow. Note the directions s and n are orientated parallel and perpendicular to the edge-line of the roughness strip respectively. s = 0 is defined at the upper edge

of the roughness strip and n < 0 is over the roughness strip. z is the vertical direction. The velocity field is measured across 100 cm transects, centred on the edge-line

of the roughness strip and at multiple vertical levels.  (b)(i) Variation of the velocity perturbation uS at z = 6.5 cm along the edge-line of the roughness strip.

(b)(ii) Upstream velocity component US at z =6.5 cm. (c)(i) Horizontal profile of uS at s =100 cm for different vertical levels. (c)(ii) Horizontal profile of the upstream

velocity component US for different vertical levels.
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ed throughout the day at a height h0 of
around 800m (with a temperature change
δT ≈5K at this height; see Capon 2003). Here
N=√(g /h0)(δT/T0) ~ 0.014 s–1 (T0 is a reference
temperature), giving LR ~ 90 km (taking
f ~1.2×10–4s–1).
Figure 8 shows the 1100UTC simulation of

the 10m wind over the Dover Straits region
of the English Channel, forecast from
0000 GMT using the Met Office’s ‘New
Dynamics’ Unified Model with a horizontal
grid resolution of 2 km. (The New Dynamics
Model has been used operationally within
the Met Office since August 2002. It utilises
the full mathematical equation set for the
dynamics of the atmosphere (Davies et al.
2004).) The entrance to the Dover Straits is
around 30 km wide (from here it extends
around 300 km westwards). Upwind of this
region the simulation shows the 10m wind
speed is around 8m s–1, giving a Froude
number F _~0.7. By the time this flow has
reached the entrance to the Dover Straits,
the predicted velocity has increased to
around 10ms–1. This is in agreement with
the observations at 0900UTC (see Fig. 7(b))
which also show here a 10m wind speed of
around 10ms–1 (or 20 kn). 
Computations show that, downwind of

the entrance, sharp gradients in velocity
form along the English coastline (at ‘a’), with
10 m winds strengthening to their peak
value on the seaward side within three km
of the coast. They weaken on the landward
side. This is consistent with the north-easter-
ly winds approaching approximately parallel
to the coast and producing a coastal jet hug-
ging the south coast of England.
Along the streamline (at ‘b’), downwind of

Cap Gris Nez, northern France, there are
sharp gradients in velocity normal to the
wind. The peak 10m wind speed is about

11ms–1. This is consistent with the formation
of a detached jet.
In the centre of the channel (shown as ‘c’)

there is a large speed-up region starting at
the entrance to the Dover Straits and
extending westwards past the Isle of Wight.
Predicted 10m wind speeds increase along

the centre of the channel and reach a maxi-
mum in excess of 12m s–1, i.e. ∆ ≈ 50%.
Observations at Greenwich Light Vessel (see
Fig. 7(b)) demonstrated this speed-up, but
the super-geostrophic winds as measured
for much of the day exceeded the simulated
winds with hourly speeds of up to 15ms–1

(b)

Fig. 7   (a) Synoptic analysis for 0000UTC 23 July 2000 (b) Observations at 0900UTC 23 July 2000. Greenwich Light Vessel is situated at (50°25′ N, 0° E)

a
b

c

Cap Gris Nez

Fig. 8   10m wind speed (m s–1) at 1100UTC on 23 July 2000 over the Dover Straits region of the English

Channel, computed using the Met Office New Dynamics Unified Model with a horizontal resolution of 2 km.

Wind arrows from every 5th model point are overlaid.
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(30 kn). The overall wind profile across the
channel is consistent with it being formed
by two main elements, namely the coastal
jet in the northern side and a detached jet
from Cap Griz Nez. When the wind backs
and is not exactly parallel to the Kent coast,
the coastal wind jet on the northern side is
transformed into a detached jet which
forms along the streamline passing the tip
of Kent (see Hunt et al. 2004). 
Examination of the vertical structure of

the jet showed that the maximum wind was
at a height of about 200m and about
16–17ms–1 (not shown).
Since the width of these jets is of order

LR ~90 km, they overlap each other and pro-
duce a relatively constant velocity in the
centre of the channel. Note that the coastal
jet on the northern side causes the speed to
increase with distance downwind from the
entrance to the Dover Straits, reaching its
maximum where the coastline changes at
Beachy Head (at ‘a’). A similar analysis in
terms of coastal wind jets for other wind
directions also appears to be consistent
with observed winds across the channel.

Associated variation in
cloudiness and precipitation

The preceding analysis predicts that for this
meteorological case-study, the inversion
layer height would be greatest on the right-
hand side of the coastal jet which forms
between Dover and Beachy Head. This is
verified by the numerical simulation which
showed the inversion height highest inland
over the English coastal region at
600–800m, and sloping downwards to
200–400m over the English Channel. This is
further confirmed by Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer channel 1 (visible)
satellite data at 1423GMT of this day (see Fig.
9), showing a large amount of cloud over
south-east England and the North Sea
which thins over the Dover Straits region
and then disappears, consistent with the
inversion height falling over the sea. Over
central southern England, surface diver-
gence (see Fig. 8) and perhaps surface heat-
ing during the day, have possibly led to the
cloud clearing. The sky over the English
southern coast is predominately clear,
despite surface convergence in this region
(see Fig. 8), indicating that the air over this
region may be comparatively dry after hav-
ing travelled over land for some time. Sea-
breeze and orographic effects may also be
significant in this region.
Frequently, the winds in the English

Channel are south-westerly. As these winds
approach the Dutch coast (i.e. with the coast
on the right) horizontal convergence of
streamlines can result in the inversion
height increasing inland where it is often

cloudier than on the coast (c.f. Fig. 2(b) and
Fig. 3). This provides a meteorological
reason for the Dutch bulb fields being so
close to the coast (F. Nieuwstadt, private
communication). By contrast, on the south-
ern coast of England with these winds, the
coast is on the left of the wind (c.f. Fig 2(a)).
Here, horizontal divergence of the stream-
lines can result in the inversion height
decreasing inland where it is often sunnier
than on the coast, aided by the lee effect of
the South Downs.  
A meteorological case-study for these

conditions is on 25 January 2001. The MSLP

analysis for 0000UTC (see Fig. 10(a)) shows a
low-pressure system anchored west of UK,
creating a strong, well-defined west-south-
westerly flow. This entered the English
Channel at a speed of approximately
12m s–1. Radiosonde data at around
2300UTC 24 January 2001 over the English
south coast showed that an inversion exist-
ed at a height of around 2000m (with a tem-
perature change δT ≈ 7K at this height).
There was quite moist air near the surface
and much drier air at 3–4 km height. Later in
the day at around 1100UTC, the inversion
had disappeared and the air was drier. Fig.
10(b) shows a composite of Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
channel 1, 3 and 4 (all visible) satellite data
at around 1200UTC. A large amount of cloud
is evident over the English Channel which
abruptly disappears inland over southern
England. Clear skies are evident over the
Dover Straits region of the Channel, with
cloud abruptly beginning inland of the
Dutch and Belgium coastlines. (Note that if
the clouds were determined by a sea-breeze

front along the Dutch and Belgium coast-
lines, clear sky would be apparent over
much of the coastal fringes with cloud
development beginning significantly inland
(Damato et al. 2003).) 
Similar dynamics causes the asymmetry of

the inversion height and the according sun-
shine and precipitation variation as airflow
approaches mountains (Hunt et al. 2001). An
excellent example is provided by New
Zealand which is aligned north-south and
has a mountain chain extending the length
of its country. Here the typical westerly
winds produce a sunnier climate (and excel-
lent wine) at the northern end of its South
Island, and high precipitation at the south-
ern end (Brenstrum 1998). Table 1 shows the
annual values of sunshine duration and pre-
cipitation for the period 1971–2000 for the
New Zealand stations of Blenheim,
Invercargill Airport, and Wellington. The
mean annual sunshine at Blenheim located
at the extreme north of New Zealand’s
South Island is almost 50% greater, and the
mean annual precipitation around 40% less,
than at Invercargill Airport located at the
extreme south of South Island. Note this is
partly due to the southern region being
exposed to much more showery south-
westerly winds (Brenstrum 1998). Moreover,
the precipitation at Wellington located at
the extreme south of North Island is almost
double that at Blenheim (although
Blenheim is partially sheltered by the mas-
sive Southern Alps which lie to its west and
south, Wellington is located just the other
side of Cook Strait!). Similar effects are seen
over the large plateau of Southern
Greenland (Orr et al. 2005).

Fig. 9   Visible satellite image at 1423UTC 23 July 2000
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Discussion

Theory, laboratory experiment, and numeri-
cal mesoscale simulations show how wind
jets driven by Frictional-Coriolis-Buoyancy
(FCB) forces are likely to be widespread
around coasts when the wind is at an angle
or parallel to the coast, especially when the
lower troposphere is stably stratified or
there is a strong inversion layer. The Froude
number F of this layer is small. The FCB jets
are typically a few hundred metres deep,
occurring within the boundary layer. Their
peak velocity can be up to 40% greater than
the upstream speed. The jets extend a dis-
tance of the order of the Rossby deforma-
tion radius LR from the coastline. With
onshore winds at an acute angle, the peak
wind is approximately located along the
coast. Note that the directions of the per-
turbed coastal jets are not necessarily the
same when they are caused by roughness
change and by elevation change.
If the wind is parallel to a straight coast,

the wind speeds reach a maximum offshore
at around 1–2 km (or of the order of the
inversion height h0) from the coast, and
decrease equally rapidly inland. Also in this
case, the peak wind perturbation tends to
increase downwind. Where the wind
approaches perpendicular to a peninsula
(e.g. Kent in Fig. 8) or mountain range (e.g.

Alps, Pyrenees) where significant roughness
and elevation changes occur, a barrier jet of
width around 50 km (~LR ) is formed upwind.
This affects the flow downwind where the
coastline or contours change their direction.
In general, wherever such changes in direc-
tion occur, detached jets form parallel to the
wind direction. This has a significant effect
on the peak wind speeds.
The jets are regions of intense surface tur-

bulence caused by the higher wind speeds.
These winds are associated with variations
in the height of the inversion layer of the
order of 100m or more that are sufficient to
produce strong variations of cloudiness, fog,
and precipitation with distance from the
coast, depending on the orientation of the
wind. Note that mechanisms such as the
sea-breeze, sea-land transitions, orographic
effects, or ‘burn-off’ due to absorption of
solar radiation in the cloud layer cannot
solely be responsible for the observed
increasing/decreasing cloudiness inland (in
the northern hemisphere) when the coast is
on the right/left as the airflow approaches
from the sea.  
These effects can be quite simply under-

stood in terms of low-level convergence and
divergence of winds under influence of
Coriolis forces. They are not driven by
changing surface heating.  However, they
are not adequately covered in current text

book and forecasters handbooks. Numerical
codes can only capture them using very fine
scale meshes of the order of two km resolu-
tion. As well as variations in cloudiness, they
are associated with increased wind stress,
storm surge, ocean up/downwelling, sea-ice
movement, etc. Hence a practical applica-
tion of this study is to improve their parame-
terisation. Approximate models for personal
computers are being developed to provide
local forecasting of wind energy, based on
linearised models (e.g. Flowstar, 3dVOM). 
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Fig. 10   (a) Synoptic analysis for 0000UTC 25 January 2001.  (b) Visible satellite image at around 1200UTC 25 January 2001

Table 1 

Annual values of sunshine duration and precipitation for the 1971–2000 period for selected 

stations in New Zealand’s South and North Islands

Station Region Sunshine (hr)  Precip. (mm)

Blenheim Extreme north of S. Island 2409 655
Invercargill Airport Extreme south of S. Island 1614 1112
Wellington Extreme south of N. Island 2065 1249
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